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Thyroid storm (TS) is a life-threatening endocrine
emergency. It is one of the dreaded complications of an
untreated or improperly treated common thyroid disorder
called Graves' disease.1 However, there are cases with
untreated multinodular goiter, which were presented with
thyroid storm as well.2 It is known to occur after a preci-
pitating event like an ischemic insult, or an intercurrent
illness like infection or septicemia. Clinical features encom-
pass a multitude of systems' manifes-tations and include
high body temperature, and tachycardia: particularly
atrial fibrillation, altered sensorium and gastroentero-
logical hyperactivity.3 The diagnosis is made on high
clinical suspicion and is often based on one of the
internationally accepted criteria; for example, Burch-
Wartofsky scale (BWS).4 According to BWS, a score of
45 or more out of 140 is highly suggestive of thyroid
storm; 25-44 out of 140 suggest impending; whereas, a
score of less than 25 does not have thyroid storm. 
This study was approved by both Institutes' Ethical
Review Committees prior to initiation of the research
work. A retrospective longitudinal study was conducted
in National Institute of Diabetes and Endocrinology
(NIDE), Dow University of Health Sciences (DUHS),
Ojha Campus; and the Section of Endocrinology,
Department of Medicine, Liaquat National Hospital
(LNH), Karachi.  

All patients between 18-70 years of age, who were
admitted with thyroid storm and fulfilled BWS criteria,
were included in the study. Pregnant females and those
with psychiatric illnesses were excluded. Demographics
including age, gender, clinical presentations, systemic
symptoms, and clinical examination of the thyroid were
reviewed from the file records to identify factors
associated with mortality using the available data. Five
cases from DUHS and three from LNH were taken. BWS
scoring was calculated in each patient. Signs and
symptoms, laboratory investigations including complete
blood count (CBC), thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH),
free thyroxine (FT4), free triiodothyronine (FT3), Liver
Function Test (LFT), were reviewed through detailed
proforma. Descriptive statistics were performed on the
collected socio-demographic characteristics, clinical
features, laboratory findings, treatment modalities, and
patient outcomes by calculating percentages. All
multinodular goiter and Graves' disease patients were
biochemically thyrotoxic at the time of thyroid storm
presentation.
Overall, 5 (62.5%) of the total eight patients were females.
The mean age of the patients was 43 ±1.67 years. Winter
season was associated with highest number of thyroid
storm. Seven patients required ventilatory support with a
similar rate of in-hospital mortality. Three cases were
newly diagnosed. Infections (mostly respiratory) were
the most common comorbid condition, followed by
cardiovascular and gastrointestinal diseases. Six (75%)
cases were already diagnosed with Graves' disease.
However, none of them were taking anti-thyroid
medications at the time of admission. Two (25%) had
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multinodular goiter. Most patients with thyroid storm
presented with BWS criteria in the range of 76-100 (5
cases- 62.5%). Glasgow coma scale (GCS) of these
patients was scored 9-14 in 6 (75%) cases. Seven
(87.5%) patients had tachycardia. 
All patients were anemic; one was severely anemic
(Hemoglobin 3.4 g/dl). Leucocyte count was raised in all
patients, except one who had leucopenia. Three out of
eight patients had hepatitis biochemical picture of liver
function tests, but all of them had raised serum bilirubin
levels. Estimated GFR (glomerular filtration rate) was
decreased in only Two (25%) cases (47.22 and 56.67
ml/min). Precipitating events of thyroid storm in eight
patients are given in Table I. These comorbidities had
aggravated the underlying hyperthyroidism and had led
to the high mortality of these patients. Five (62.5%)
patients were treated with methimazole and 1 (12.5%)
with propylthiouracil. However, all patients received steroids.
There was high mortality in this study as compared to
the West.5 There can be several reasons for this
difference, as the main limitation of the study is  that the
number of observed cases is very small; whereas, these
studies are based on large cohorts and national data-
base. Besides, further prospective studies to determine
whether the cause of high mortality is infections or other
underlying condition instead of the thyroid storm. Most of
these cases had infections on admission as a
precipitating cause. Our part of the world has more
communicable diseases as compared to the rest of the
world, which can be one reason of higher prevalence of
respiratory tract, gastrointestinal and urinary tract
infections. Further, the issue of compliance with anti-
thyroid medications remains an important factor to be
addressed. Two cases had multinodular goiter, out of
which one was also previously reported as a case
report.2

All these patients were admitted through emergency
department. Most of these patients had some sort of
infections and required hydration, intravenous anti-
biotics, and steroids as part of initial management of
their underlying disease. It takes some time to establish

the actual diagnosis based on BWS through investi-
gations including thyroid profile, especially in
undiagnosed thyroid storm cases. During the initial
phase of management, it is appropriate to manage these
patients as having underlying sepsis, but keeping high
threshold for thyroid storm. Once investigations are
completed, heart rate should be controlled with beta-
blockers and definitive treatment be initiated with no
further delay.             
Due to limited resources, some investigations were not
done like inflammatory markers and TSH receptor
stimulating antibodies. The authors recommend more
prospective longitudinal studies in collaboration with
emergency department physicians, intensivists, inter-
nists and endocrinologists to reflect the true burden of
this disease and under recognised endocrine emergency.
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Table I: Clinical findings of thyroid storm patients.
Patients       Age       Diagnosis                  Comorbidities/                                Gender        Blood         Pulse        Temp       Oxygen       GCS        BWS      Duration
                 (years)                                       precipitating events                                          pressure    (beats/min)                        (%)                                        of hospital
                                                                                                                                             (mmHg)                                                                                               stay
1                   21         Graves disease         Lower respiratory infection             Female       120/76           110            100             96              <8        76-100      7 days
2                   50         Multinodular goiter   Gastrointestinl infection                  Female      140/90           132            99              92              <8        76-100      6 days
3                   60         Multinodular goiter    Urinary tract infection                      Female      150/90           140           102             98            9-14       76-100      4 days
4                   47         Graves disease         Lower respiratory tract infection       Male         110/70           110             99              97            9-14        45-75       7 days
5                   32         Gravesdisease          Cardiovascular disease                    Male         120/60           120           102             97            9-14        45-75       4 days
                                                                   (heart failure)                                                                                                                                   
6                   20         Gravesdisease          Urinary tract infection                     Female      100/60           130           101             97            9-14        45-75       8 days
7                   60         Gravesdisease          Respiratory failure                          Female       110/70           125           102             94            9-14        45-75      10 days
8                   57        Gravesdisease          Sepsis                                              Male         110/65           130           101             97            9-14        45-75       9 days
GCS = Glasgow coma scale;  BWS = Bursch-Wartofsky score.


